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Context 

This session was attended by fifteen NASMA members working in a variety of roles in higher education, 

reflecting the broad nature of NASMA membership. Heads of service, bursary administrators, student advisers 

and ALF administrators all expressed an interest in how HEBSS can play a part to support their services to 

students. 

The session recognised the lack of opportunity, to date, for NASMA members to have a formal opportunity to 

provide stakeholder input regarding their experience of administrating bursaries and scholarships via the 

HEBSS system. Having already discussed this situation with SLC managers, the session was designed to have 

this brief report as its outcome. 

A presentation received from the SLC formed an introduction to the session in order to update delegates of 

recent developments introduced to enhance HEBSS, and once this had been shared, a workshop activity 

began reviewing the HEBSS experience in terms of its current performance, and what features NASMA 

members would like to see introduced. Three groups worked to capture their key issues and it is the result of 

this exercise which is captured here. 

What Works Well? 

 CSV file downloads 

 Financial Reports 

 Maintenance/Student Support Grant flags 

 Current Year Assessment information 

 Automated Correspondence 

 SSN/CRN search works very quickly 

 Work-arounds to overcome system glitches 

 Seems to have become quicker (for a database of significant size) 

Problem Areas: 

 Not able to search by application status (e.g. Unconditional, Conditional Firm – UCAS data) 

 Evidence Verified flag has insufficient detail for it to be meaningful.  On occasion it also changes 

from yes to no and back again without explanation. 

 Payment letters often confusing to students as payment dates do not always match HEI 

published dates 

 Turn-around time for re-assessments and current year income assessments is often slow 

 Delays in recording consent to share (repeat contact is often required) 

 When SLC staff ‘refresh’ consent to share for a student/sponsor the result may not take effect: 

why is it possible for SLC staff to see the consent to share is on the system and not HEI staff in 

these instances? 
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 Often no response received once system issues have been reported to the ‘Technical Team’ via 

HEI Helpline 

 No notifications for pended assessments (see wish-list below) 

 Anonymous/unexpected reassessments leading to students being ‘Ineligible’ despite satisfying 

HEI rules 

 Where awards are re-instated, award amount often set to zero (see wish-list below) 

 Reinstated award scheduled against second instalment date in full, rather than making an initial 

instalment in the usual 10 days 

 Instances of payments being scheduled despite HEI rules criteria clearly not being met 

 Emergency payment option (function now available but not yet tested by users) 

 Intermittent problems downloading Excel documents: no explanation given, only ‘not 

available’: this is not very helpful 

 No fee information on Excel document exports (see wish-list below) 

Wish-list: 

 After approving a student’s award – if ACR/SSAC status means the payment will be pended, can 

the system please let us know so action can be taken by the HEI to resolve this? 

 More detailed and appropriate training for SFE staff to give more informed responses when 

asked about Evidence Verified or Consent Issues 

 Quick reference guide for terms such as ‘Self-Certified’, ‘Full Income Assessment’ etc to assess 

application status 

 Where reinstated awards require a payment value to be set, please ensure the user cannot click 

reinstate until an appropriate value has been set 

 When exporting data from system on Excel documents, comprehensive data is included but not 

the fee amount as indicated on the student’s record: it would be useful to be able to check this 

on the spreadsheet without referral back to the live system 

 Enhanced reporting functions, e.g. ability to flag students from low participation  backgrounds, 

ethnicity, postcode etc (this will be useful for NSP and HEFCE WPSA) 

 Report to show exactly which correspondence has been sent to all students who have received 

letters and associated dates 

 More time available before session times out 

 Read-only access for students so students can see if bursaries have been processed (student 

access would have no household income data).  This information could be on their on line 

account. 

 Clarification of system user roles and what permissions are attached to each role: this would 

allow more colleagues to be given access to the system 

 Rules engine to be rigorously tested for accuracy: lack of faith in system leads to institutions 

administrating using ‘in-house’ systems 

 Use front page of HEBSS portal (as well as email) in order to inform users of serious system 

issues and planned upgrades etc – users not always in receipt of emails sent to HEI contacts: 

this would help ensure anyone accessing the system is aware of issues 
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We fully recognise the work which has been put into HEBSS by SLC staff to bring the system to the condition 

it is today, and we are grateful for a system which, in the vast majority of cases provides a satisfactory 

service. However, delegates at the session acknowledged the on-going need for development of HEBSS if it 

is to offer vital support in determining eligibility to the new National Scholarship Programme in 2012 and 

beyond.   The group also highlighted once again that it seems like a missed opportunity to omit NASMA (the 

membership organisation for bursary administrators) from the HEBSS steering group to feed into 

developments.  Members discussed how we are often the last to know of proposed changes and do not 

have a formal channel to feed into when it comes to issues or problems or a way to suggest cost effective 

improvements to the system.  

We hope the above information and feedback will be helpful to identify further areas for improvement. 


